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Session frmn Septen1 ber 1892, to June, 1893. 
FACULTY. 
EDMUND HARRISON, A. M., Professor of Latin. 
I---1.. H. HARRIS, M. _A., LL. D., Professor of Greek. 
F. W. BOATWRIGIIT, M. A., Professor of Modern Languages 
JOHN POLLARD, A. M., D. D., Professor of English. 
R. E. GAINES, A. 1\1., Professor of Mathematics. 
C. H. WINSTON, M. A., LL. D., Professor of Physics. 
B. PURYEAR, A. l\f., LL. D., Professor of Chemistry. 
WM. D. THOMAS, M. A., D. D., Professor of Philosophy. 
ROGER GREGORY, B. L., Professor of Law. 
The system of Independent Schools allows selection of the studie1 
most important in any case and proper classification according to advance· 
ment in any branch. 
Instruction in all the classes by the several Professors secures thor· 
oughness; rigid examinations guarantee the worth of all honors awarded. 
A large Library and Museum, together with the many advantage1 
of a thriving State capital and manufacturing centre, offer the best aid: 
and incentives to earnest work. 
The location, in the western suburbs of Richmond, is at once acces· 
sible and quiet, beautiful and healthy, and to a large extent combines i 
country atmosphere with city conveniences. 
The cost to students is kept down to the lowest point by a judiciou• 
use of income from invested funds. It is for many reasons best to ente1 
at the beginning of a session, but young men prepared to join the classes 
already formed will be received at any time. 
For Catalogue, with full information, address 
B. PURYEAR, 
Chairman of tit,: Facztlty. 
Lea, Cullen & Co., Frint. 
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SELF-CONTROL AS AN ELEMENT IN LEARNING. 
--0--
The fact that we are students is tice some things which may serve 
proof positive that our object is to as stepping stones to this degree of 
learn. Gur first lesson is self-con- proficiency. 
trol. Let no one suppose that the I. Seif-control in our pltysz'cal hab-
perfect lesson of self-control comes its.-As the condition of the mind 
naturally. As the child must learn is dependent to a considerable ex-
to talk by constant effort, so must tent upon that of the body, one of 
the student iearn self-control by re~ the first things · to be taken into 
peated and earnest exercise of the · consideration is, how we may gov-
will-power. Although helpful in- ern our appetite. Common sense 
fluences may be brought to bear ought to be a guide in this, but all 
upon this study, self is the principal are not endowed with a superabund-
teacher. It requires a great deal ance of this rarest kind of sense. 
of hard work and persistent effort Imprudence in eating has wrecked 
to obtain a certificate of graduation the health of many men, and there-
from 1'his school, yet the pupil will by destroyed their usefulness to a 
never·fill his highest mission in life great extent for life. 
until he has diligently studied and Another condition upon which 
learned how to control him&elf. Re- advancement in learning depends 
alizing this to be a fact, let us no- is. the way we control ourselves in 
~ . 
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sleeping. Some one might say: 
well, any fool knows when to sleep 
and when not to sleep; but there 
are some exceptions to this rule , 
all fools don't sleep at the proper 
time. I have known some boys 
who seemed to think it was the 
smart thing to spend the solemn 
hours of night after night in revel-
ing and "calithumping," instead of 
preparing for the next day's duties. 
Whatever you may say about the 
moral of thus keeping yournelf and 
others awake, you are certainly 
wasting your strength and render-
ing yourselves and your fellow-
students unfit for the next day's 
work. Again, I have known some 
students who had misty dreams of 
.ambition, and heard of old that the 
quickest way to reach the giddy 
height of fame was by burning mid-
night oil. Such oil is too expen-
sive for the student to use. Find 
out how much sleep your constitu-
tion really requires, and be regular 
in your habits. 
The one thing in which students 
err perhaps morn than anything 
else is the matter of taking exer-
•c1se. If you have self-control in 
exercising your body it will thus 
prepare you both physically and 
mentallv to use the mind more ad-
vantageously. When one is inter- . 
ested in reading a book or prepar-
ing a lesson, especially when he is 
a little behind in his work, oh, how · 
much will-power it requires to leave 
the book to take exercise. After 
seeing how indispensable self-con-
trol is in these things upon which 
our mental advanceme.nt is con-
ditioned, let us observe the import- · 
ance of 
2. Seif-coutrot in our mental !tab-
its.-Of all things the mind is the 
most unruly . It is much easier to 
keep a jumping , roving colt in the 
pasture than it is to control an un-
trained mind. When the mind is 
called upon to bi-ing together its 
fac:ulties to solve a difficult problem 
instead of penetrating it, like the 
humming bird that sings around the 
blossom "It flits ere you can point 
its place." As the colt needs a 
master to teach him to walk in the 
furrow, so the mind requires self-
control to direct it in the prop er 
path . It is impossible to accom-
plish very much in the mental world 
without the power of concentration. 
The man who has the power of con-
centrating the faculties of his soul 
upon one thing and keeping them 
there at will is the strong man. 
Unity is strength. If you take a 
pound of powder, scatter it thinly 
over the floor and set fire to it the 
damage done will be very trifling; 
but if you compress that pound of 
powder into a cannon barrel it is 
capable of working great destru c-
tion. Just as the rays of the sun 
are focussed upon matter with 
enough intensity to ignite 1t, so 
when the powers· of the miQd are 
brought to bear upon a single. thing 
it will become clear. Here and 
there we find rnelancholy examples 
of men who, although endowe« 
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formed the habit of general read-
ing. A certain man of my · ac-
with great powers, nevertheless 
have failed in !if e becau~e · they 
didn't possess the ability to crncen-
trate their efforts. There is power 
m concentration which cannot be 
lrnd without self-control. 
. quaintan ce detests writing. Can 
Particularly is th ·e benefit of self-
-control seen in the power of study-
ing when we don't feel like it. It is 
idle folly for a student to talk about 
studying only when he feels like it. 
Suppose the farmer was to plant 
only when he felt like it, would he 
be a successful farmer ? 
Not only is self-control an indis-
pensable requisite in studying when 
we don't feel like it, but also in 
s tudying and writing upon subjects 
for which 'we have little or no taste. 
I have known students who didn 't 
have any relish for history; others 
who didn't like the languages nor 
mathematics. Some have never 
we ever hope to become well round-
ed men until our lives are controlled 
by the power of the will? 
Then it is frequently necessary 
for a man to study when he is tired. 
It may not be best as a general rule 
for him to apply himself closely 
when thus fatigued, but emergen-
cies come in a student's life, as well 
as in all other pursuits, and if he 
has not the power of self-coutrol, 
although nature may have bestowed 
upon him the rarest gifts his fail-
ures will sometimes be so grievous 
that his excellencies cannot serve 
as a gloss to cover them. 
w. T. CREATH. 
Soutlzern Baptist Theological Semi-
nary, Louisvill e, Ky. 
THE INFLUENCE OF EDUCATION ON CHARACTER. 
Truthfully has it been said that 
variety is the beauty and wonder of 
nature. In all her works she uses 
the same mould for no two objects 
of whatever kind. No two human 
beings of all the kindred mass that 
walk this globe, in features or dispo-
sitions, are alike. Nature, too, finds , 
a differently formed leaflet for every 
shrub and tree ·, weed and flower. 
She sends forth nothing without her 
indelible stamp upon it, bearing its 
own peculiar impress, form and de-
sign. From the tenderest flower s 
of the valley to the sturdy mountain 
oaks, from the water lilies of the 
rivulet to the palm of the plain, 
from the vineyards of the Rhine to 
the ever-green cedars of Lebanon _, 
there is no perfect likeness. But 
in nothing does nature so much ab-
hor similarity as in man's disposi-
tion and character. Truly she is 
the mother of our dispositions, yet 
zealous and jealous as she some-
times is towards her gifts to man, 
she never so engrosses him that in-
fluences of the outside world are 
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e~t;rely sh:t ~ut~~~e -the in- which is as essential to the peace 
flucnces tlu~t affect the character of and happiness of the mind as mate-
man in the-Ashort stay of life,---b.uL rial food is to the growth and 
none~orcibl~, especially in early strength of the body.. All that is 
life, ~ education. pure and holy in man, all that is 
What the compass is to the mari- grand and noble, has its closest af-
ner education is to character. There finity with this mental cultivation, 
is somewha.t a deficiency in the com- so much to be desired by all who 
mon use of the term now a days. are ambitious to attain, in any de-
It is not thtl filling of the mind with gree, to the highness ·and nobility 
doctrines and teachings foreign to still remaining in man's inherited 
one's self, but rather the "leading nature. 
out" of that which lies within, con- This knowledge is not learning 
cealed and dormant, the bringing to simply, but wisdom, not to be found 
light the inward man in full view to in "cold book learning," but to be 
himself and the world. Education, gleaned from Nature's unfolded 
then, is that training of the inward page. 
feelmgs and emotions th at brings "To him who, in th e love of natureholds 
man in close acquaintance with him- Communion with her visible forms, she 
self and his fellow-beings. To eel- speaks 
ucate is to "know thyself." Edu- A various language; for his gayer hours 
She has a voice of gladness, and a smile 
cation is to know something, to be And eloquence of beauty; and she glides 
something, to do something. With- Into his darker musings with a mild 
out its power, without its brighten- Aml healing sympathy, that steals away 
Their sharpness ere he is aware ." 
ing influence spreading over the 
mysteries of the human mind, than 
which nothing is more mysterious, 
superstition and ignorance would 
reign supreme over the dictates of 
man's heart and actions of his life. 
That conscious and irresistible pre-
sentiment, inexplicable otherwise 
than that its author is Goel, that 
there exists one Supreme Being 
over and above all, would soon lose 
itself in a vast ocean of opinions and 
I 
doctrines ruinous and heathenish. 
It is this analyzing of self that in-
stills into man that sense of depend-
ence and obligation, ,respect and 
. fraternal love due to his fellow-man, 
Not to toss on the fitful waters of 
speculation, not to theorize the ab-
stract, but to sound the dark chan -
nels of human thought, to prob e 
far into the secret, sacred chamber s 
of the human heart. As the tender 
fibres are being woven into the 
strong and durable texture of hu-
m an character, what an impression 
this knowledge must ~ke on 
youth's waxen mi~f.jhifbe pa-
tient, not as the fiery intJlect im-
bibes learning, but let the sacred 
emotions that nestle nearest the 
heart unfold themselves in nature's. 
own good time, for "learning 
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comes, but wisdom lingers." To coalesce, forming from tiny rills 
be something! and rivulets one mighty tide that 
Nothing goes so far in making wafts man on its placid bosom to 
its possessor firm in purpose, steady grander and nobler fields of labor. 
in aim, pure in motive, as this in- To do something! 
wa~d_-searching of the natu .ij¼~ '1 To know is the '•basis of charac-
pos1t10~. The . n~ble~t ~n f ter," To be is the for~ed chara ·c-
that stirs the heart m mght s sacred ter firm and immov.ible. To do is 
hour, when darkness,~~ve sts a " still th:natural consequence of the union 
., and pulseless world, is to b~ some of the two. Man has entered upon 
one for power and good m th e life's arena ·robed in a mantle of . . . ' 
world. ~ut th~ highe st aspi_ratwns the strong~st texture, covered with 
of a fanciful child, though rambows a shield from whose immense con-
of promise, are even as transient vex the darts of an envying world 
u~less promp~e~ and propa~ated by fall powerless and harmless to the 
this early trammg of the mtellect. earth. With this union man has, 
When youtl: rip_ens. into man- from a worldly standpoint, won the 
hood and the imagmative eye, for last victor's crown over self. Then 
the ~r~t time, s~ans t~e :as_t fields strive on, 0 maw; thy noble im-
of life s unceasmg _ toil, It. IS th en pulses, tempered with a Saviour's 
that the early-sown seed give first love, make thee scarcely "lower 
~okens of the au_tumnal harvest. It · than the angels." Lift high thy 
1s then that the mfluences of educa- noble brow, proud man; God made 
tion, as "water-brooks," laughing thee "in angel form, erect, to hold 
and dancing over pebly sands and communion with the skies." 
rock-bosomed beds, at last swell c. M. G .. 
ocean's broad expanse, unite and 
• 
THE UNITED STATES ARMY AND NAVY. 
We have this army scattered 
throughout our . country, but still 
we are in almost total ignorance of 
it and its manner of working. The 
cause of this ignorance is manifest; 
we do not like the U. S. army-
think we do not need it, and there-
fore we do not care to know any-
·thing particularly concerning it. 
Kmd reader, let us lay aside our 
prejudice for a little while and enter 
the sanctum sanctorium of this 
"dread monster," as it is sometimes 
called, and learn a few things con-
cerning it. 
The United States army consists 
of 25,000 enlisted men, maximum 
strength, commanded by no less 
than 2,000 commissioned officers. 
The army is divided as foJlows: 
• \ 
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Cavalry, ten regiments 1 each 
consisting of eleven divisions called 
troops, each troop containing sixty-
four enlisted men, maximum 
strength. 
Artillery, five regiments, each 
containing twelve divisio.ns called 
batteries, e!!ch battery consisting of 
forty-seven enlisted men, ma{imum 
strength. 
Twenty-five regiments of infan-
try, each consisting of• nine divi-
sions called co~panies, each com-
pany containing seventy enlisted 
men, maximum strength. These are 
officered as follows: 
Each troop of cavalri and com-
pany of infantry-one captain and 
three lieutenants; each battery of 
artillery, one captain and four lieu-
tenants, making a total of r ,670 
-commissioned officers in direct com-
mand of these soldiers. In addition 
to these we have one colonel in 
command of each regiment, one 
_post commander at almost every 
garrisoned post, one or two doctors 
at every post and several with the 
regiments in camps, several de-
partment and division commanders, 
and finally a commander-in-chief, 
.President of the United States, 
,making this one of the best officered 
:armies in the world. 
The navy numbers only about 
13,000 enlisted men, and is not so 
well officered as the army. These 
men are on duty in the various navy 
yards in the United States, and 
man forty-six ships. Of these ships, 
four are in China,'two at Hon•lulu, 
~me in Japan, several in Europe, 
several in the South Pacific Ocean, 
several in the North Atlantic, and 
sever.al in the ports of the United 
States. 
The majority of these ships are 
obsolete. Many of them will go 
, out of commission · as soon as the 
improved steel vessels now in pro-
cess of construction shall have been 
completed. The improvement made 
in the navy during the last few 
years is best shown by the follow-
ing figures taken from last report 
of the Secretary of the Navy: 
In 1889 only three modern steel 
vessels were in command, viz: 
Displacem't. 
Name of vessel. Tons. Cornmissio11ed. 
Dolphih, . I ,485 Dec. 8, 1885 
Atlanta, 3,189 July 19, 1886 
Boston, 3,189 May 2, r887 
Duri11g this administration the followin g 
vessels will have been aclclerl to the Nav y : 
Displacem't. 
Name of vessel. Tons. Co111111issioned. 
Chicago, 4,500 April 17, 1889 
Yorktowty, 1,700 April 17, 1889 
Petrel, 899 Dec. 10, 1889 
Charleston 4,040· Dec. 26, 1889 
Baltimore 4,6oo Jan. 7, 1890 
Cushing, n6 April 22, 1890 
Vesuvius, 930 June 7, 1890 
Philadelphia, / 4,224 July 28, 1890 
San Francisco, 4,083 Nov. 15, 1890 
Newark, 4,o83 Feb. 2, 1891 
Concord, 1,700 Feb. 14, 2891 
Bennington, r,700 June 20, 1891 
Miantonomoh, 3,990 Oct. 27, 189[ 
Bancroft, 838 Dec. 20, 1892 
l.Y,[achias, 1,050 Jan. IO, 1893 
Monterey, 4,138 Jan. 10, r893 
New York, 8,r51 Jan. 31, 1893 
Detroit, 2,000 Jan. 31, 1893 
Montgomery, 2,000 Feb. 28, 1893 
On their trial trif some of these vessels . 
attained a speed o twenty-two knots per 
hour. · 
So much for a ·general view of 
these two branches of our ·govern· 
ment. Let us now visit a fort and 
· th~n go out with a scouting party 
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on the plain. 
Fort Monroe. 
Suppose we visit 
We enter • at the 
main gate by, an arch-way cut 
through a wall twenty-five feet in 
thickness. We next climb the slope 
and find ourselves on top of the wall 
from which we obtain an excellent 
vi~w of the surrounding country, 
Hampton Roades and Chesapeake 
Bay. Marching around towards 
the eastern part, we come to an im-
mense cannon, looking frowningly 
· over the ¥'all. We ask about its 
size, range, etc., and are told that it 
is not of much importance now, 
that it .is a smooth bore of 15-inch 
calibre, weighs twenty-five tons 
and carries a maximum charge of 
125 pounds of powder and 500 
pound solid shot. In surprise we 
ask what sort of a cannon would he 
.call an important one, and are told 
that some of the cannon made by 
Krupp weigh 100 tons and carry a 
maximum charge of 450 pounds of 
powder and r ,800 pound solid shot. 
We next visit the ordnance store-
house. Here we find among other 
rapid firing machine guns, one 
made by Gatling. This is a terri-
bly destructive weapon, requiring 
only three men to operate it, and 
capable of being fired at the rate of 
. r ,300 shots per minute. The max-
imum range of this gun is two and 
one-fifth miles, but is not very ac-
curate or effective at a greater range 
than 2 ,ooo yards. 
But we desire to 'see something of 
the personel of the _army, so we 
wend our way to 'the barracks. 
~ 
Here we find typical · soldier life in 
garrison. On the first floor we find 
the dinir1g-room, kitchen, bath-
room; etc. Ascending the stairway 
we are ushered into the sleeping 
apartments. . These are large, airy 
rooms, accommodating about twen-
ty-five men each. The beds are 
neatly arranged 'around the room, 
heads to the wall, and each s·oldier 
considers the little space occupied 
by his own bed, and about two feet 
on each side, his individual domain 
and never feels any hesitancy in re-
questing a fellow-soldier to vacate 
if he himself desires to be alone. 
This is not <lorn~ in a spirit of harsh-
ness and the soldiers neve1' · get an-
gry with each other for so doing. 
We are impressed with the fact that 
they are a good natured, easy-
going set of men, always polite to 
the visitor and delighted to show 
him around. · 
Now imagine ourselves trans-
ported to some military camp in 
the west. The order for two com-
panies of infantry to go on a scout-
ing expedition has just be{'!n received. 
· See the men as they hurry to and 
fro, each one getting his accoutre-
ments in the best possible condition, 
packing his knapsack, teasing 
those soldiers left behind in telling 
them what a happy time he is going 
to have chasing Indians, and anon 
thinking of home . and loved ones 
from whom be will get no news for 
the next six months 
Now all thi~ l)urry and bustle is 
over; the command is given to "fall 
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in." Here they come! "Right 
f-ace I" ' "Count fours I" "Fours 
right, march I" Let's follow them; 
over plains and mountains they go; 
sleeping on the ground, the clear 
blue of heaven for a covering and 
the bright orbs of night . for watch 
fires. Subsisting on canned beef, 
hard tack and coffee. Mending 
their clothes with pieces of blankets 
or tent cloth. Thus they go for six 
months, and then start back for 
camp. On their return the whole 
camp turns out to meet and welcome 
them. Ye who think soldiers have 
no heart, look at these comrades as 
they clasp again each other's hand, 
They present quite a different ap-
pearance now from what they did 
when they set out. Then their 
faces were cleanly shaven and hair 
neatly cropped; now, beard all 
over their faces and hair down to-
their shoulders; then their blue 
uniforms and brass buttons glitter-
ing in the sunlight; now the uni-
form replaced by patches of blan -
kets and tent cloth, and pegs and 
strings doing service in lieu of b~ ss. 
buttons. 
Such is our army and navy life. 
Let us not think too harshly of 
Uncle Sam 's boys, but remembe r 
that while we are in our homes en.-
joying the blessings of life they are 
exposed to the biting blasts of win-
ter or to the scorching rays of sum -
mer sun in order to prepare them -
selves to be our brave and stalwar t 
defenders. 
W. L.B. 
A PLEA FOR WOMAN'S ADMISSION TO THE BAR. 
It is a pleasing task in which the 
supporter of woman's admission to 
,the bar finds 'himself engaged, for 
he is only advoc ating giving to 
woman her just and proper right s , 
and doing what is in his power to 
promote her welfare and . advance 
her interests. The first argument, 
then, for admitting woman to the 
bar is that to do her so would only 
be to accord her what she has a 
right to expect and demand, Why 
has she this right-? · , Because she 
has the ability to fill, the position 
of lawyer both honorably and well. 
But has she the , ability? The facts 
in the case lead us mentally to the 
conclusion that she has, 
Success has almost invariabl y 
accompanied her collegiate and 
literary struggles with man when -
ever she has contended with him 
upon terms of anything like equali-
ty. It has not been many year s 
since she was first admitted to our 
higher institutions of learning, and 
yet, wherever she has been, ther e, 
contending with the same difficul-
ties, grappling with the same great 
problems as her brothers, she has 
not only equaled them, but has 
sometimes 'even surpassed , them. 
. t· 
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Moreo:ver the same success has 
crowned her efforts in almost every 
other department of life. Some -of 
our most gifted novelists, our sweet-
est poets have been women. Al-
ready many have entered upon · the 
profession of medicine and achieved 
considerable distinction in that line. 
Even in the busy marts of trade 
women have been found who have 
entered into succeusful competition 
with men, and there is one woman 
who has even dared to invade the 
prec incts of Wall street and there, 
amid its elm and turmoil, where 
fortunes are made and lost in an 
hour, to contend with Gould and 
Sage and Vanderbilt, and hold her 
own, too, ofttimes coming out vic-
tor, in proof of which to-day she 
counts her fortune by the tens of 
million 5. 
If women have proved so success-
ful in all the other walks of life, 
why should they not succeed equally 
as wdl at law ? h there anything 
so wondrous difficult in the law of 
the land, \Vhich is for the punish-
ment of evil doers and the protection 
of honest folk, that the brain of wo-
man should fail to comprehend it, 
when success - has crowned her 
efforts in college, in all the varied 
field of literature, in the vortex of 
the business world and even in the 
practice of the noble profession of 
medicine ? To ask the question is 
to answer it. But, fortun:itely, we 
are not left to merely theorize on 
this subject, for already in some of 
our northern and western States, 
wom en have been admitted to the 
practise of law, Some of them 
have even attained national reputa-
tions in this walk of life, and one has 
gone so far on the road to legal fame 
and glory as to be ch osen attorney 
general of the State of ?v1ontana. 
But, as an old proverb says, there 
are none so blind as those who will 
not see, and this is certainly true of 
those who, in spite of the clearest 
evidence to the contra .ry, still cling · 
to the timeworn, motheaten, uttedy 
indef ensible theory that woman 
ha s not th e ir,tellectual capacity to 
contend with man in the profession 
of jurisprudence. This does no·t' 
mean that every woman would make 
a successful lawyer, but simply that 
she would succeed as well at the 
bar as she has done in other profes-
f:ions and occupations for which we 
would be apt to think she was no 
bet ter qualified, if so · well, as for 
the pra ctice of law. God has given 
to everyone some individual talent, 
or, rather, an aptitude for doing one 
kind of work better than another. 
There are some men who make 
complete fo1lures as lawyers or doc-
tors, who would make most excel-
lent mechanics or merchants; there 
are some p·oor merchants or farmers 
who would make the world ring 
with their eloquence were thty to 
become lawyers or statesmen . Pat-
rick Henry is a most notable exam-
ple of this. Is there any reason for 
believin 'g that th e same thing is not 
true in regard to woman ? No, but, 
on the contrary, there is every rea-
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son to believe that there are women, 
to-day, eaking out miserable hand 
to mouth existences by standing 
behind counters, or laboriously toil-
ing in some huge factory in order 
to increase the wealth of a merchant 
prince or rich mannfact11rer, who 
might have homes equal in comfort 
an\i magnificence to those of their 
lordly employers, did we but give 
them a chance to display their God-
given ability in the sphere for which 
the , Alwise Creator has so richly 
endowed them. 
Thus we are brought face to face 
with the question, is it right to ex-
clude woman from any situation in 
life for which she is intellectually 
qualified ? Is it right to exclude 
her from a position for which God 
has so amply endowed her? The 
unprejudiced mind must answer 
this question in the negative. Let 
us now take up the second reason 
for woman's admission to the bar, it 
is expedient both for her and for the 
community at large. 
It is customary at this stage of 
the argument for those who oppose 
opening to woman this sphere of use-
fulness to indulge in some high-
sounding phrases to the effect 
that "home is woman's world," 
and that if we admit her to the bar 
it will not be long before "the sweet 
blushing maiden and the tender 
loving wife" will become a thing of 
the past, and in their stead we shall 
have only the coarse, bustering wo-
man of whom Dr. Mary Walker is 
a fair example, But such a result 
will by no means will follow. It is 
a well known fact that there are 
more women in the world than men, 
and that the ratio is constantly in-
creasing. Now, with this fact 
staring us in the face, some provis-
ion must be made for the excess of 
women, and where can a better place 
be found for a portion of them than 
in the honorable profession of law? 
Of courre only those women who 
had a taste for its intricacies would 
enter upon its practise, but amon g 
that very limited number we should 
find those who were best qualified 
to fill these positions well. Usuall y 
this class of women would not be 
tho se easily assailed by Cupid' s 
darts, and it is hardly possible to 
imagine that ·our homes would be 
broken up, or our ¢1omestic peac e 
destroyed by letting one woman in 
every five hundred, and the numb er 
from the very nature of the case 
could not ex ceed that, try her hand 
at telling us ,,: hat is the law of the 
land, But it is ex ceedingly easy to 
conceive of a case in which it would 
be of the greatest advantage to the 
female lawyer to be allowed this 
privilege. Let us imagine a fath er 
whose health has been broken clown 
in the long struggle to provide for 
his dear ones, or sadder still, a 
family that in the mysterious provi-
dence of God has had the bread 
winner snatched away by the ice 
cold hand of death. Perchance 
there is no son to assume the bur-
den now forever laid down by the 
father. But there is a daughter, as 
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true and noble as any woman who 
ever drew the breath of life, and 
heroically does she assume the 
task. Yet what is she to do. Teach-
inng is distateful to her, most of the 
other avocations open to a woman 
she turns from with aversion. But 
God has given her a talent, an es-
pecial talent and fondness for the 
law. From her early years she 
has taken a delight in all that per -
tains to that profession, and forsee-
ing just ,such an eme'"gency as the 
one now before her, she has quali-
fied herself to become a lawyer: So 
now that the time has come, she 
boldly essays to practice her pro-
fession, and succeeds, and the she-
kles come pouring into her coffers, 
for success always follows merit ac-
companying • perseverance. Thus 
the shekle~ continue to come, she-
kles which mean so much, comfort 
at home, contentment in the heart of 
the widowe<l mother, advantages of 
education to the younger members 
of the family, and best of all a sweet 
peace and quiet satisfaction in the 
heart of the noble woman when she 
reflects that she has been the means 
of doing so much for the benefit of 
those who are nearest ane dearest 
to her. Say you such a combina-
tion of circumstances is not likely 
to arise. Nay, but it is. Surely 
amid the thousands of families that 
are to-day, for one reason or another, 
supported by their female members, 
it is not difficnlt to think that here 
and there we should discover just 
such cases as the one mentioned, 
families that are now in poverty and 
distress because their supporters are 
denied access to the positions for 
which their talents entitle them. 
Thus far we have only shown 
that it would be for the advantage 
of the female lawyer and her im-
mediate family were she admitted 
to the bar, it yet remains to prove 
that it would be for the advantage 
of society at large. If women were 
allowed to enter the profession of 
law there would be a greater num-
ber of talented lawyers frr the peo-
ple to choose from, as only the best 
male and female lawyers would re-
main in the profession in c:onse-
quence of · the sharp competition 
that would ensue from the increase 
of talent, and therefore the business 
of the community would be better 
. attendee! to, and there · would be 
fewer of those legal injustices that . 
now so often arise from the mis-
takes 01 ignorant and incompetent 
lawyers. Then too, many men who 
are now on the lowest rounds of le-
gal success would by this same in-
crease of talent in the P.rofession of 
jurisprudence be forced to leave it, 
and to seek some other avocation of 
life. Their success in this could 
not possibly be less than that in 
law,, which we have seen to be al-
most nothing, and they might, and 
and probably would go to ,_ some 
calling in life for which they were 
well qualified, and thus become 
useful citizens instead of drones 
and laggards in the race of life. 
Lastly, woman has never yet 
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touched anything without refining 
and enobling it. Wherever we find 
woman, there v,e find a polish 
traceable directly to her influence. 
If this is so in all other cases, and 
that it is no one can deny, would 
not the admission of woman to the 
bar result in refining and elevating 
it ? for what gentleman could be 
rude to a lady ? And thus, _instead 
of the discourtesy and illmanners 
which often now disgrace our halls 
of justice, were women present, we 
should have only refinemen and 
courtesy. 
0 I woman, God' s best gift to 
man, how often hast thou been ill-
used and slighted by him. From 
the time when our first parents left 
the_ bowers of Eden, thou hast been 
regarded as his inferior, ofttimes his 
slave. But . patience, the day of 
thy deliverance is near at hand, and 
already in the many social changes 
and advances of the present: we 
det~ct the dawning of that morning 
when all the mists of prejudice and 
ignorance shall be rolled away and 
thou shalt walk through the lights 
and shadows of the ever varying 
scPnes of life by the side of man as 
his friend, his companion, his. equal. 
X. Y. Z. 
A DEER HUNT IN KING WILLIAM COUNTY. 
Many years ago deer abounded 
in King William, but about lwe11ty 
years ago they were hunted so 
much that nearly all of them fled 
out of the county. Howevir, they 
have recently returned, and now 
the upper part of the county teems 
with them. 
The count_ry in this section is fer-
tile, grassy, and well adapted to 
deer. Two rivers, the Mattaponi 
and Paumunkey, flow through it, 
making abundant watering places 
for them. Of all the sports in , this 
country deer hunting is the most 
exciting and enjoyable. In a deer 
hunt most of the hunters take stands 
and two or three others, with a 
pack of hounds, drive the deer as 
near as possible to the stands. 
Jt was recently my plea&ure and 
privilege to hear an elegant descrip -
tion of an exciting chase. from one 
of the most experienced hunters in 
the county, which runs as follows : 
It was a cool frosty morning in 
December a~ I took my stand abou t 
9 :30 A. M., near a large oak, by 
which the deer generally ran. I 
waited for a long time in silence , 
and at last I heard the melodiou s 
notes of the hounds in full cry abou t 
three miles distant. I steadied my-
self as much as possible, thinkin g · 
that I would soon need all the nerv e 
I ever had, for a deer running by 
al"'lost as swift as an arrow shot 
from the bow, creates no small ex-
citement in the breast of a hunter. 
The musical notes of the hound s 
rang out clearer and clearer in my 
ears, and I knew then for certain 
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they were coming m my direction 
at their utmost speed. Almost in 
another instant I saw the head and 
antlers of a magnificent buck appear 
through the bushes about thirty-
five yards from me. He, although 
running very fast; seemed perfectly 
calm and was · evidently saving his 
best efforts for the final part of the 
chase. Soon he stopped, raised his 
head and sniffed the clear, crisp 
atmosphere with a thoroughly sus-
picious air. He then turned his head 
quickly to one side. Thinks I, 
"now is my time," so I raised my 
rifle and taking deliberate aim at 
his neck, fired. A sparp report 
rang out on the frosty morning air, 
and when the smoke rolled away he 
la.y at full length on the ground, 
having dropped in his tracks. 
Soon the dogs came up in full cry 
and running at full speed. I stopped 
them and called them to me. I 
laid my rifle across the stag and 
placing my foot upon its neck, made 
the hounds form a circle around 
me. I blew my horn and waited for 
the other hunters. 
What a beautiful picture this 
would have made if only Lander 
or some other famous hunter could 
have sketched it. It would have 
gone to adorn the famous art gal-
ler:ies of, the . world and thus add 
fame and lustre to the name of the 
artist. 
As a trophy of this chase the 
hunter has in his hall the head and 
antlers oi the stag. This will ever 
be a reminder to him of one of the 




Of all the classic literature of the 
world there is none that is exerting 
to-day so powerful an in:@uence 
upon the English mind as is the 
German. Even when England 
gives birth to an intellectual genius 
she seems not to realize what she 
has done unlil some German critic 
discovers his greatness and pro-
d aims his worth. 
The German critic ts the most 
thorough scholar of the world. He 
is generally . notable for narrow 
mindedness, but is equally remark-
able for . thoroughness in every-
thing which he professes to under-
stand. His knowledge is all inten-
sive rather than extensive. He will 
never be satisfied to take any truth 
at second hand-he must find a 
scientific explanation and discover 
a profound significance in the most 
trifling and ordinary things. He 
delights in the most fanciful specu-
lations, and is never so happy as 
w~en he has worked his way into 
the winding labyrinth of some un-
solved mystery beyond the range of 
human reason, and then bores away 
in delightful darkness, quite beyond 
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all understanding. It has been truly 
said that while English criticism is 
shallow and only skims the surface, 
that German often penetrates quite 
beneath the surface and "expatiates 
in cheerful unconsciousness on the 
other side thereof." The specu-
lative tendency of the German mind 
renders it almost impossible for him 
to deal lightly with any subject, 
therefore he has little idea of humor 
and generally in attempting to ap-
pear witty, makes himself ridiculous. 
The aridness of the subjects with 
which he deals, aided by the use of 
sentences of inordinate length, gen-
erally succeed in making his style 
burdensome even to the most 
thoughtful reader. He never re-
vises a sentence with the purpose of 
discovering what may with safety 
be omitted, but ransacks the utmost 
recesses of his brain to fine another 
thought that can be put into it. He 
has a wonderful facility for saying 
things no one can understand and 
what he himself does not kn .ow how 
to explain. It has been mid that 
the chief thing which renders Hegel 
wholly unreadable is the fact that 
you may open where you please in 
any of his thirty-six volumes and 
you find him always saying the same 
thing. 8till German scholarship is 
leading the world to-day and Ger-
man literature, iri many respects, 
stands preemiuent above that of all 
other nations. Upon the pages of 
German literature during the classic 
period three names appeared-Les-
sing, Goethe, Schiller-which, in 
point of intellectual greatness, far 
outshine those of all their contem-
poraries. 
It cannot be said that when Les-
sing made his appearance in the 
Germ.an literary world literature was 
at a 'low ebb, because there had 
then never been a flood-tide. Mar -
tin Luther had been dead for two 
hundred years, and following his 
death German leterature had suf-
fered a sterility scarcely surpassed 
by that of the ·dark ages of the 
world. It cannot be said ther e 
were no authors, for there wer e 
thousands of them, (eight hundred 
in one town says a travel~er of that 
day) but their motto was "as I am 
so you should be," and the amount 
of literary rubbish they collected 
was sufficient for the cremation · of 
all its authors, and the world might 
have received a wholesome benefit, 
had it been utilized in that manner. 
But the day of better things had 
dawned and in the latter half of the 
eighteenth century there appear ed 
above the literary horizon of Ger-
many ,a luminary, than which no 
brighter had ever shown. 
Gottfred Ephraim Lessing was . 
born January 22, 1729, in the small 
Saxon town of Kamenz, descend ed 
on both sides from lines of Luther an 
pastors, who had waged many a 
polemic contest and transmitted to the 
boy, Gottfred, an intellect of extra, 
ordinary strength. His father was 
a learned theologian of the town of 
Kamenz, who had given signs of 
scholarship in being, as his son tells 
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us, one of ''the earliest translators 
of Tillotson." 
If there is truth in the theory that 
the mothers of remarkable children 
are somewhat above the average, 
in the case of Lessing there is cer-
tainly one exception. She was a 
woman of quite ordinary intellectu-
al strength and force of character, 
who reverenced her husband and 
never ceased to be astonished at 
fruit of her marriage. Lessing re-
ceived a priv~te tutorage unde.r a 
certain Mylus, attended the com-
mon school at Kamenz, and at the 
age of twelve entered the gymna-
sium at Meissen, where it was soon 
discovered that he was a horse that 
must have "double fodder." He 
seized upon Latin, Greek, several 
modern languages and mathematics 
with a marvellous relish and in the 
latter became especially proficient. 
At seventeen he entered the univer-
sity at Leipzig. Soon after enter-
ing there he formed a warm attach-
ment for young Mylus, hrother of 
his first tutor at Kamenz, a young 
. man of rather questionable morals, 
who had written a satire upon the 
elders at Kamenz and for which he 
was fined and imprisoned by those 
veneruble sages. It was with this 
scandelous person, as well as some 
play actors, perhaps of both sexes, 
that Lessing shared a Christmas 
· cake sent from home, at which feast 
it is said a bottle of wine figured 
prominently. Of course this wick-_ 
ed conduct could not long be kept 
from the ears of the pious parents at 
Kamenz, and one may well imagine 
the commotion created and the omi• 
nous shaking of the head caused in 
the little parsonage by the arrival 
of the news of such unseemly con-
duct on the part of their disobedient 
son. The result was a pious fraud 
practiced upon the prodigal boy, 
and in the dead of winter, and thinly 
clad, he hastened home by a · tedi-
ous stage route to hear the parting 
words of a dying mother. He finds 
her in excelient health, as he rather 
suspicioned he would, and now, as 
he has contracted jl violent cold, 
heartily penitent for having sum-
moned him home. 
He returned to Leipzig at Easter 
but remained only a short while, 
having . to flee to Berlin by night, 
and li>aving behind him some his-
trionic debts for which he had be-
come security. Soon, for the sake 
of pleasing his father, he entered 
school at Wittenberg but speedily 
migrated again to Berlin. There 
he remained three years, applying 
himself to the general work · of poet, 
critic and translator, while he de-
lighted himself with a wide range of 
study in 'language and literature. 
He also learned there an important 
secret which was ever afterward of • 
inestimable value to him-the secret 
of how to " dine heartily" upon 
three pence. Now again his father 
becomes alarmed for his son·, for 
he hears that Lessing is planning a 
trip to Vienna in company with a 
young merchant, and already hav-
ing noticed a skeptical tendency in 
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the mind of his son now fears the 
temptation to Popery to which he 
would be exposed in that city. 
This, however, was not the mag-
net that was drawing him thither, 
but, perhaps, one that attracted his 
sentiment rather than his religious 
feelings-a certain Madamoiselle 
Lorenz. The fear occasioned at 
home this time, . however, brought 
him an extra supply of money, by 
which he was enabled to prosecute 
his literary work with more ease , 
and success. 
All his life Lessing was hampered 
by debt and pressed by poverty 
but he was always in good spirits 
and was never reduced to the ne-
cessity of writing behind a screen 
as was Ben. Johnson. While at 
Berlin Lessing formed personal re-
lations with the great French scholar 
and critic, "Voltaire, to whom the 
. eyes of the world was then turned. 
Acquaintance with this famous au-
thor helped to bring Lessing into 
greater prominence, especially 
when he thoughtlessly took with 
him into the country the manuscript 
of the Siecle de Louis XIV, the 
loan of which he had secured 
through Voltaire's secretary and 
which was not at once forthcoming 
• when called for by the author. 
In 17 52 we again 'find Lessing in 
Wittenberg engaged in the study of 
medicine, evidently for the purpose 
of pleasing his parents, who had not 
yet given up the hope of fashioning 
their son into their own mould. 
Erratic as was his course, Lessing 
never showed a dispositisn to be 
disrespectful to his parents and 
always seemed anxious to please 
them. But fortunately for his fame 
he could not be tied down to a strict 
routine, and his very nature resisted 
the disposition to submit to a benign 
oblivion which his father would 
have received had it not been for 
his illustrious son. 
Lessing took his M, A. at Wit-
tenberg when twenty-three, and 
from 1752 to 1760, with an interval 
of two years spent in Leipzig to be 
near a good theatre, he lived_ in Ber-
lin applying himself diligently as a 
man of letters. Here he led the 
life of the "sparrow on the house-
top," a:; he was pleased to call it, 
in which he persisted until he was 
forty-seven, when ensnared by the 
charmes of a bright young widow, 
he for~ook for a season the delights · 
of celibacy . 
In Germany as in England in 
those days when there was no read-
ing public · which b_y buying an 
author's books could make him in-
dependent, only such writers could 
keep their heads above the water as 
could secure the patronage of 'the 
great. 
Lessing's independence and pride 
made it impossible for him to bow · 
to the necessity of lavishing unmer~ 
ited eulogy upon any man and he 
chose poverty in preference to 
fawning flattery. He rejected the · 
professorship of eloquence at Koe-
negsberg because he would be 
required every year to write an 
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eulogy upon the king. Lessing's 
dream was to be a poet, but he had 
one higher ideal than that, namely 
to be thoroughly a man. Unlike 
Goethe, he regarded as sacred the 
honor of other people, _and would 
uot with a ruthless hand stain the 
character of anyone to satisfy the 
curiosity of his enquiring soul. 
Becoming tired of Berlin (he could 
not remain long in any one place), 
possibly because the sparrows life 
on the house-top is not quite so 
pleasant now as before, he takes 
his flight to Breslau, where he 
spends five years at first seemingly 
forsaking the life of a scholar and 
writer. It was here that he made 
the darkest blotch that rests upon 
his character by imbibing the prac-
tice of gambling. It may be said, 
however, that he sought it not for 
sordid ends but for amusement and 
recreation. When the Seven Years' 
War closed Lessing at once re-
sumed his old career, and soon 
there appeared two manuscripts, . 
each in a different field, "Minna 
von Born helm," the first great 
German comedy, and "Laocoon," 
the best work of German criticism; 
by ,-vhich two his reputation as the 
first writer of Germany was estab-
lished. 
In 1770 Lessing was appointed 
to take charge of the Duke of Bruns-
wick's library at Wolfenbuettel, at 
which time he was betrothed to Eva 
Koenig, whom he married after an 
engagement ·of seven years. This 
union, though short, proved to be 
a most happy one, and at her death 
he mourned in the deepest sorrow. 
To a friend he writes: '' I wished 
for once to be: as happy as other. 
men; but it has gone 111 with me. 
·:+ ·:+ * My wife is dead, and I 
have had this experience also. I 
rejoice that I have not many more 
such experiences left to make, and 
am quite cheerful. If you had 
known her. But they say to praise 
on.e's wife is self-praise. Well, 
then, I say no more of her. But, 
if you had known her." 
Eva Koenig was a clever, dis-
creet, sensible woman-a true help-
mate and worthy companion for 
such a man. So far from being 
"crushed in spirit" at Wolfenbuet-
tel, the years spent there were 
among the most productive of his 
life. It was there that "Emelia 
Galotte " was compose .cl and pub, 
lished. 
It was by the publication of the 
"\Yolfenbuettel Fragments," por-
tions of a work by a radical thinker, 
Reimarus, that he called down upon 
him the indignation of the more 
rigid Lutherans, and which led him 
into a heated controversy with 
Goetze, in which he showed himself 
to be the intellectual giant of his 
day. He also composed while here 
his " Education of the Human 
Race" and "Conversations of Free-
masons." 
But it was the publication of 
"Nathan the Wise" that gave him 
his greatest fame. It is character-
ized by a loftiness of sentiment stu-
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passing anything in literature, and 
next to Goethe's "Faust," stands 
as the most peculiar and character-
istic production of German genius. 
On the 15th of February, 1781, 
at the age of fifty-two, when Goe-
the was thirty-two and Schiller ten 
years younger, Lessing · died. 
Though Lessing had an ambition 
to be a poet yet he declares that he 
never attained that ideal. His dra-
mas are more the productions of . a 
reflective reason than of the creative 
fancy. Still he was a great poet. 
Goethe said of him: " Lessing 
wished to disclaim for himself the 
title of poet, but his immortal works 
testify against him." Among his 
early writings his lyrics deserve the 
highest place. Their tone was 
pleasing, but their philosophy, which 
he claimed was not his own, was 
false. His ekler sister once threw 
a parcel of his poems into the flames, 
and Lessing in revenge, somewhat 
angrily, threw a handful of snow 
into her bosom-to cool her exces-
sive zeal, he said. 
His fables give some indication of 
the auth .or's im~ginative powers. 
But it was through his dramas that 
Lessing gained his greatest renown 
and made himself the recognized 
literary athlete of his time. The 
first of these, "Minna von Born-
helm," is by some still regarded as 
being the best Germa ·n comedy in 
existence. It exerted a wonderful 
influence immediately upon its ap-
pearence, making German plays 
popular instead of French as here-
tofore. It is called the Rossbach of 
German literature. It was a vivid 
;_:iresentation of contemporary life, 
huving for its background the Seven 
Years' War, and for its high aim the 
re½uking of the disposition to ape 
the French, and to extinguish the 
provincial hatred that had grown 
up during the hostilities in Prussia 
and Saxony. 
Still grander are the teachings 
of Lessing's later dramas, " Eme-
lia Galotte ·" and "Nathan the 
Wise." Emf'lia, which by some is 
still called the greatest German 
tragedy, has for its design the hold-
ing up to execration the baseness of 
the German princes. Its scenes are 
Italian, but this is only a thin veil 
through which it was easy to see, 
and wickedness was made to trem -
ble at its bold, denouncing voice. 
But Lessing's masterpiece is the 
peerless play of" Nathan the Wise. " 
It was written late in · life, when his 
soul had been humbled into sweet 
humility by the experiences through 
which he had passecl. The poem 
is not complete. It has many faults 
from an artistic point of view, b1it 
its moral elevntion is so noble that 
one, in contemplating it, loses sight 
of its defects. It teaches love to 
God and man, e:nphasizes tolerance 
and depicts the beauty of peace. 
But it is as a "critic" that Lessing 
shines out in his most brilliant gran-
deur. · Madam de Stael has said 
that it is in Germany alone that lit-
erature has der,ved its origin from 
criticism; among all other nat~ons 
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criticism has followed the great 
productions of art, but in Germany 
it produced them. Insofar a~ this 
is true, the critic who paved the way 
and made it so was Lessing. His 
mission in the world was to judge, 
and to his duty he continued faith-
ul, ever separating the pure gold 
from the dross, in literature, art, 
politics, morals and religion. It has 
been said of him he was logic be-
cause flesh. Every sentence is 
clear, exact and choice. He was a 
youth of twenty-one when he began 
his critical work, .and he continued 
to prosecute it with vigor until the 
end of his life. His best critical 
work was the "Laocoon, or The 
Limits of Painting and Poetry. 
But time and space do not per, 
mit further comment upon his illus-
trious works. They speak for 
themselves. Lessing's fame is des-
tined to Ji.ve on so long as men re-
spect the wise, admire the beautiful 
and love the good. James Russell 
Lowell says of him: " In the his-
tory of literature it would be hard to 
find a man so stalwart, so kindly, 
so sincertt, so capable of great ideas, 
whether in their influence on the 
intellect or the life, so unswervingly 
true to truth, so free from the com-




The recent death of Hon. James aspiration of his life was the presi-
G. Blaine suggests several reflec- denr.y. He saw such mediocre co-
tions: In the first place, that it is temporaries as Bayes, Garfield and 
possible to enjoy a brilliant career Harrison elevated to this exalted 
and yet die a disappointed and dis- station over his shoulders. They 
heartened man. Mr. Blaine won a could not compare with him in 
large measure of political success qualification for this high office, and 
and honor, No man since -the days yet they reached it and he failed in 
of Lincoln, with the exception of spite of his long struggle. It is one 
Grover Cleveland, has been more of the singular facts of American 
prominent and popular than he, still history that comparatively few qf 
he died a defeated and humiliated her great statesmen have been 
man in many respects. President. We find upon the dis-
Another reflection is the exceed, tinguished roll the names of Polk, 
ing difficulty of great men to be- Tyler, Pierce and Buchanan, all of 
come President. It will not be de, whom were men of rather small 
nied that Mr. Blaine was surpassed · calibre, while the names of such 
in point of ability by few, if any, of commoners as Clay, Webster, Cal-
the statesmen ot his day, and the houn and Benton do not appear 
\ 
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upon the list, although they were 
the ablest statesmen of their time, 
and belonged in many instances to 
the successful party. It is a mis-
fortune that so few of our greatest 
men ever grace the presidential 
chair. There are several reasons 
for this lamentable fact; one is the 
contemptible jealousy that contam-
inates human naLUre. Men of long 
and distinguished public service 
create envy and hostility by their 
very success. As soon as a man 
reaches eminence a set of puppies 
begin to pull at his pants-leg and 
try to overthrow him. When a 
strong and able man is presented 
to a caucus or convention, the 
weaker ones all combine against 
him, and thus often compass his 
defeat by someone far inferior to 
him. Each candidate by reason 
of this envious feeling prefers that 
the last one in the race should win 
rather than the first, who demon-
strates that he is the best man by 
being the first. 
A further reason why so few of 
our most distinguished ever attain 
the coveted prize of the presidency 
is the premium which is coming 
more and more to be placed upon 
obscurity. Unknown men are re-
garded as more available. The old 
regulars are relegated to the rear,and 
raw recruits are brought to the front. 
Mr. Blaine's careet also proves 
that in politics at ·least a man is not 
always the archit~ct of his own 
fortune , or misfortune. It is cnrious 
to note how capricious circum-
stances conspired to cheat him out 
of the presidency. In 1876 an ad-
journment of the convention on ac-
count of approaching nig:ht lost him 
the nomination. He failed again in 
1880 because he happened to be 
Grant's strongest opponent. It _ is 
said that the famous remark of 
Burchard against "Rum, Roman-
ism and Rebellion" brought about 
his clef eat in 1884. A series of un-
toward circumstances over which 
he had no control seemed to have 
barred him from the White House. 
Politics affords numerous other ex-
amples of the same kind. 
• One of the chief objects of educa-
tion ought to be facility of expres-
sion. We do not refer to fluency 
or oratory, though, of course, th is 
is one of the highest accomplish-
ments to which a man may aspire, 
but we are urging the ne~essity of 
cultivating a graceful ease in ordi-
nary speech. It is not enough that 
we learn the grammar, etymolog y 
and history of our language, or that 
we apply the grammar after we 
know it. A grammatical sentenc e 
may be very awkward and the 
words very unhappily chosen both 
with reference to accuracy and 
smoothness of rliction. We fre-
quently find men learned in many 
respects who employ harsh and 
awk~arcl phrseology, yet there is 
no feature of education brought into 
such large practical requisition as 
our ability to use words properly 
and easily, and it is strange that it 
should he so much neglected. 
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Let us remember, to0·, that adepts 
in the art of expn~ssion are not 
made by studying grammar and 
rhetoric. These are important but 
not sufficient. One of the first 
requisites is a good vocabulary. 
This is acquired by carefully mak-
ing the acquaintance of every unfa-
miliar word we meet with in our 
reading and by studying the dic-
tionary-no other book is more 
e ntertaining and instrnct _ive to read. 
After the mind is stocked with 
words in this way all we need is 
discipline in their ·use. 
We enter a plea for more atten-
tion to facility and f di city of ex-
_pression in our schools and indi-
vidual life. 
It is to be feared that many of us 
-students acquire knowledge rather 
than wisdom in our college courses. 
We store our minds with a mass of 
material without ever digesting and 
assimulating it. The mere acqui-
sition of facts and dates is not edu, 
cation. They are merely its basis, 
and unless they lead us to think, 
they are worthless. We need to 
think more and stuff less. One of 
the chief functions as well as de-
lights of education is to think. But 
· the average student goes on cram, 
ming his mind with facts on top of 
facts without ever stopping to gen-
·eralize, to philosophize, to reflect. 
This is why many educated men 
prove failures. They have knowl-
edge but lack wisdom. 
Three Things to Learn. 
The first lesson that most young 
men need to learn is that they do not 
know everything. The importance 
of this lesson is only exceeded by 
the difficulty of learning it. The 
average young man has been so 
petted and . spoiled by parential 
fondness and professional flatters, 
that he is surprised to find and un-
willing to acknowle.dge the superi-
ority of others; yet the lesson must 
be learned, the earlier and the more 
thoroughly the better. 
When a young man becomes 
convinced that he knows compara-
tively nothing, that intrinsically he 
is of insignificent value, then the 
next lesson is that the world cares 
nothing for him. Society will not 
recognize him until he proves to be 
of use to _it. He is the recipient of 
no one's overwhelming admiration, 
neither petted by the one sex nor 
envied by the other. His birth is 
not a title to a livelihood. His ex-
istence is not a claim upon society. 
His self-valuatioB is not the price 
that the world places upon him. 
The third le_sson is patience, a 
very difficult virtue to learn. We 
look for immediate results, and if 
we do not see them we feel discour-
aged. Delay disappoints us. Wait-
ing wearing us. We look for the 
harvest before the seed has had 
time to sprout. We expect the 
labor of to-day to be recompensed 
tomorrow, the promises of one year 
to be fulfilled the next. Of course 
we are disappointed. We must 
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learn to wait as well as to work, to 
exercise patience as well as prowess. 
The value of these three lessons 
cannot be overestimated. Together 
they constitute a platform that will 
win success against any combina-
tion that adversity can form. They 
are the trinity of promise, the triune 
of success. Indeed when they are 
thoroughly learned success is half 
achieved. 
These lessons constitute a pana-
cea for the ills that afflict so many 
young men. They are a cure for. 
conceit and a disinfectant for sup-
posed superiority as well as a bene-
diction to discouragement and a 
beacon-light to the despondent. 
--a--
"Did you make it?" 
Mr. W. thinks that Africa ought 
·to be annexed to the Unit ed Stat es ! 
Snow-balling is big fun, but 
rough on our contingent deposits, 
as nearly all the window-light s here 
cost two and a half apiece. 
The attendance at m•raii.ig pray-
er s, which is always good during 
examination times, was unusu ally 
good on the morning of the day for 
Latin examination. 
Mr. N. and Mr. F. made a bar-
gain not to go '' quilling" during 
the period of time embracing their 
examinations. This is a new 
scheme, for it is almost a universal 
rule among us, and has been for a 
long time, that whenever one has 
all' examination he must go to 
prayers that morning and " quil-
ling" that evening. But we learn 
that the new scheme works pretty 
well, for both of the said gentlemen 
think they were successful in all 
their examinations. 
Mr. C. informs us that Davi d 
Copperfield made the first stea m 
engine, and that Homer invente d 
the sewing machine. 
Mr. S.: "Say T., do you pray 
for your girl every night?" 
Mr. T.: "Pray for my girl every 
night I I pray every night for a 
girl. 
Mr. R. wishes to know if comm on 
sense can be cultivated. 
Mr. M. requests us to say that 
he is always willing to show over 
the grounds and buildings any la-
dies who may not have escorts. 
Mr.2F. and · Mr. C. were walk -
ing by Park Place Methodi st 
church, and Mr, F. told Mr. C., 
who is a rat, that this church was, 
built by one man, namely Mr. Pac e, 
whereupon Mr. C. asked in tones 
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of astonishment: ''What! did he do 
all the brickwork too?" 
A " set-up" at the " short-ma-
dams " is offered to the first gentle-
man that will present to ye local 
editor the correct answer to the fol-
lowing riddle: 
" Though the brightest of objects that are 
seen upon earth, 
I spring from the darkest of gloom; 
The moment of my death follows that of 
my birth, 
And my cradle serves for my tomb. 
I am brightest in infancy - 'energy is 
might,' 
Belongs to my tenderest age, 
And when I am commissioned to the field 
for the fight 
No power on earth can check my rage." 
Can you tell what I am? 
The Law Class has decided to 
turn the quiz-class that was organ-
ized at the beginning of this ses-
sion into a regular moot court, 
thinking that the latter will be more 
interesting and profitable. 
Election of Officers. 
At the recent elections in the two 
literary societies the following offi-
cers were chosen: 
Pltilologian-President, D. H. 
Scott; Vice-president, H. Tate 
Harris; censor, A. P. Fox; re-
cording secretary, W.W. Se~ard; 
cha plain, G. H. Cole; treasurer, N, 
J. Allen; sergeanr-at-arms, G. G. 
Merkel; Hall managers, Hall and 
Wright; critic, G. F. Hambleton; 
final orater, H. T. Allison. 
Mu Sigma Rlto-President, R. 
W. Hatcher; vice-president, F. A. 
Jones; censor, P. Winston; record-
ing secretary, W. F. Long; cor-
responding secretary, J. A. Turn~r; 
chaplain, J. R. Murdock; treasu • 
rer, C. M. Cooke; sergeant-at-arms, 
J. H, Franklin ; hall man ager, R. 
J. Willingham; critic, W. D. Duke; 
final orator, C. W. Duke. 
G. and H. Notes. 
On Janua,.y 19th, Mr. Charles 
Poindexter, State Librarian, gave 
an enjoyable public lecture in de. 
fence of Captain John Smith against 
his critics. A large number were 
present to hear Mr. Poindexter and 
we purpose making his lecture 
known to many more by printing it 
and sending it over the c<mntry . 
The principal conflicts of the late 
civi1 war are engagiug the attention 
of the Society. The fall of Forts 
Henry and Donelson and of Island 
No. ro, together with the battles ~f 
Winchester and Shi1oh have been 
discussed to the pleasure and profit 
of the Society by Messrs. Hatcher, 
Bowden, Hoover and others. 
At the last meeting Professor 
Otis T. Masonr of the Smithsonian 
Institute, was elected an honorary 
member of the Society. Steps have 
been taken to have our best essays 
and public addresses printed and 
exchanged with societies of similar 
nature. 
A pleasant note comes from Pr~-
f essor H. B. Adams of Johns Hop-
kins University, expressing his ap .. 
preciation of an invitation to attend 
Mr. Poindexter's lecture. 
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MY R OOM-MA'f F.. 
Poe ts may writ e and h arp ers m ay pl ay 
Co ncer ning fate, 
. But I pr ese nt thi s simpl e lay 
T o m y room- m ate. 
For ou r fo r tu nes we h ave b1endecl; 
P leasa ut es tate. 
Eac h th e oth er has be fri eur1ed-
l\1y owu room- m ate! 
H e has cb eere cl 1n.y lone ly h ou rs, 
Ba uish 'd m e nt ' I weig ht ; 
A nd the one who saves my powe rs 
I s my room-mate. 
His bea ming smil e a nd open face 
· Dispel all hat e . 
A ch eerin g wo rd ever in pl ace 
H as m y room-m ate. 
\Vhe n ad verse wind s aro nncl us blow , 
J oys th en abat e; 
But I ca n look for comfort, th oug h , 
1''ro111 my ro om -mat e. 
Hi s life a nd min e are clo se ly bound 
By ti es innat e . 
S uch fri e nd ind ee d is r arely found 
As my room -m ate. 
. In di stant futm e year s shall I 
Not meditat e; 
Auel in bri ght hop e fully r ely 
On my room -mat e? 
Beyond th ese scenes of toil a ncl s trife, 
At an y rat e , · 
.May I enjoy a blis sfu1 life 
With my room -mat e . 
- WAYI ,AN D. 
Examinations. 
At the time this goes .to print we 
are living hard, being in the midst 
of that awful period known as ''ex-
an1ination times." We would amend 
that old Turkish pro.verb, '' To 
every man his ·own care, the mil-
ler's is water," so as tQ read thus: 
"To every man his own care, the 
Stu.dent's 1s examinations," for 
surely even the best students dread 
them. Not seeing your girl quite so 
often, not having so mu ch time fo1~ 
tennis or ball , close hard study, 
midni ght oiJ, sore eyes , small loss 
in avoirdup ois , and such thing s as• 
th ese sink into utter significanc e 
when comp ared with the heavy 
weig ht of ca re resting up on th e 
mind of th e ambiti ous student .' 
Som e sages will look over thei r 
spectacles and tell you in tones of 
mild rebuk e, "Stud y hard durin g 
the sess ion and wh en th e ex amina -
. ' hon s come yoi.l need not have any 
fear of failur e ." Ver y go od theor y, 
but the pra ctical is seldom· as big as 
the theoretical. We hav e yet to 
see th e student that look s forwar d 
to his examination s with out a feelin g 
of anxiety. Not only do we look 
forward with fear to the intermedi -
ates but when th ey are past we do 
not know whether we have been 
successful in them, Some say 
with confidence, '' I am sure I mad e 
it, I slugged at least 90;" other s 
say, "1 think I made it allO.K., " 
while others say, "Well, I don 't 
know; it is close, but if I fail on 
this I'll make it up on the final, '' 
and there is titill another cbss, but 
we won't mention them here. Nor 
do we. find out before June. Th e 
determination to '' make it up on the 
final" stimulates many to do more 
work, and it has been our observ a-
tion for nearly four years that ther e 
is more studying after the intenn e-
diate examinations than before them . 
Many, however, are doomed to sad 
bitter disappointment, and when in 
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June the na~es of ~he suc~essful 
-~Des are posted _ upon the , b~~tin 
a~d so~e. »a~eSt are , cQn~p~~ous 
-for · their al>,sence, there is indeed 
;great SiO{~ow among O\lr i;anks, 
.some weeping and ~~.fusing t.o be 
'¢O~{orted. 
' 
' ~eader, imagine ii you can t!le 
l>rttfr gall of disappointment which 
-<,;mnes to lihe candidate for a de-
gree, or, indeed, lo ainy ~~hi\i.~s 
$udent, when he finds that he ~as 
i~iled, disappointing ~ims,e:U, his 
parents- and his friends. 
,University Extension Lecture&. 
For ~any · years modern lan-
iuages hav~ occupied a place. o~ 
*condary importa~ce i1' the course 
·9f instriiction at Richmm1d College. 
.But at last a new era has dawned, · 
~nd through the indomitable energy 
· .aµd characteristic thoroughness of 
.frofessor Boatwright they are 
r~pidly assuming the pl\lce they 
<lesei·ve to occupy. The school o{ 
1t1odern languages this session 
~tands third in its number of ma-
triculates, and no department of 
.$ludy is pursued with more interest. 
And why should it not be so? For 
.surely no language has a more 
charming literature than the 
French, and no people are so 
noted for scholarship as the Ger-
mans. The professor of th~s school 
is not satisfied with merely teacQ-
ing the principles of these lao-
guages and giving the students f c1-
c:ility in translating them into the 
English, but is determined to give 
them a cl~x il1sight i~\o t~e. '°i~-
ness. and ~\larm of the \itera.ture of 
the languages ,nid \o, s,tiwu\at~ ~q 
~em su,~h ~ fol\dl;\ess for it aS: w~U 
prevent their forgetting the!}\ as 
spon as their college · care .er is 
ended. To this end, therefore, he 
has pi;epared for this sessio,n a se-
ries of lect~res upon Vel'lllan lite~,.. 
ture, in whic~ . he unfolds t0- o~r 
view many of the . beauties of t\i~ 
hteratu.re of that langl\age.. But 
even this does not satls.f v his amhi-
. J ' 
tion:, for he is willi~g that ~11 who 
may feel an interest in this sultject 
shall have an opportuqity to extend 
tht:ir knowledge, and he has, there-
fore, e}!:tel\c\ed his ~ectur-es to ~he 
public of Richmond. Foqr of these 
lectures have be_en delivered alre.a~y 
and the numbers that att~ded ~1'em 
have testified to their w1m\ar~ty. 
These univHsity e~teys~on l~c-
tm-e~ may be Cl\~l~d a11 innovatiP.n 
in 41e South ~nd ~tjiqioq~ rollege 
I\~~ the honor of being ~e first iµ-
stitution in the Southern State.s !.\,at 
has thus opened her doors to th~ 
literary public. The first lecture 
was delivered on the e.vet\'iqg of 
JantHlry 17' siibjecct: "Toe ~e-
ginning of Ge.rmatl Liter<liure." 
The weather was qµ~t~ incle~e~t, 
their being a dee_\) snpw upotl the 
ground and the thermometer very 
low, yet the size uf tqe ~udience 
was very e.11coqraging to , the 
speaker. 
On the 24th he spoke on '' The 
Great Epics " under circumstan~s 
rather more favor~qle, . <\rid to c+ 
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larg·er audi~iice. · In~ the course of sucli-p'ersons -'as ·might be irtf~rested. 
this ' ' lec'ti.il"e 'lie exl'i"ibited ,;twenty.: ·in the st.1bjecc 1·Tn- consequence of 
two , st~~€!tlptican ' vrews ~Iilustrating . this quite a numbe-Y •o.f ·peo ·p}e/b9th 
the ' b~au 'tifo1 \ i(ories · · w hicfr · ·he re~ J'adies · and > gentlemen, atten'cled.. 
l at~cl': · :: 1 ·' • • • '· • ' • • ·. When the riotiee · •was rea:d in ; the 
This lecttii ,e was l{~ara with ·lin.: city _ papers tnal Pfof. R. E. ·Gaine s 
abqted ·attet1tion ,·and 'receive .cl ·gen~ of Richmond College would deliver 
eral 'applause. lTh e i1edure on the a series of lect;ires' on '' Dete1'min -
Mz"n11eshtgers and llthistr+si1egers·was ~fats," many '· persons made wild 
de1ive1:ed ·o·n the e\ ienirig of tl'le gll'ess ·es as to the ineaning of "Deter-
jrst, ·and : threw much light upori min ants." This is rather a new sub "." 
. th ·a\ rather :'nbfarniliar portion or' j-ect in mathematics, and although 
Genrian 'liter~dui:·ei. · dis 'covered by Leibnitz ·about a hun ..:. 
, Tht> :fourth let' h~te , enfttled Fr.0th dred years ago, still the first text -, 
. .. '.ff •{tf(C, 
Lutlle'l ' to Lessing~ ,.;, as · exceeding] y bodl< that treateci-i>f them w a.s pub--
interesting anci 'instructi ve in that 1t lished 'in '' 184'.r:· · In · the h1st: hal f 
deal th \<Vith the . g'i·eat_ 'reformer and century, however, the , s'ubjt'ct ha s 
with tr \': ':f1rsj great Iitei·:aif lurrifo. . been '!nore fnlly devdoH~cl, , and (I. 
~ ·'• i • •. ' . ' . , ..•• 
ary , Qf, the ,J)~n 9cl of Gernian · cHi.ssi'c treatis 'e on Determinates is ,· no\v 
· 11iterai~ir~. '. '' · ,:., • found' in all modern high~r aige, 
r · ' Thi ,$,:: 'seri ·e; _ .?f we 'ekly ' le ctures ', bras. 
will . be contin1.1ed lintil 'th e·· pr6fe'S~ -Profes ·sor ' Gaines is thoi-oughl y 
· , sor · ha 's ' p,i-~tt/ fully tfutlirred ,.the versed on this subjctt,and his leci.. 
wholie 'field of Ger~ ·a·n literati1re tures were of · a high orde1·. · ,_Th e 
f ,1:1 rid ,r1w.~it at i'e~g,rth upon the"p''ro.:. onF Y twuble 'i abont it · .. is tli~t ... so 
-t 1 \' ' I', ~ 1 l !• ,f J 
, : d~G'.tiOP,_$, of , (]o;eth e , 'Schfllet f"and ri1any of us 'have •.to ,stm,<l ,an ,ex..: 
· , Heine: . . i · · ' .··.·::,::.': an:\ination 011 th'em. , 1: 1 • · ,: .. 
~,7· 
;, ' 
:;r~·' · Lec·tu~e q~, Oetermina.nts. ... . . 
0111 Thursday _afternoon, January 
19th, ,Pr ,of. 0 R. E.' Gaines. ga-v~ 'the 
first of a series of t1ve leclttres on 
.. "Determinants/' ' Thc:;se · lecfures, 
gi-ven on the f Ollr 5UCtessive Thurs~ : 
days, beginning · J anUary 19, were 
. l . . 
aelivered in the · ·Physic lecture 
~o'om, to the sen.ior a11d intermediate 
classes j11 m_athem ·atics. 'They were 
purely didactic in their nature. The 
professor extended an invitation to 
the graduates of his school and to 
' ~ , I . ·'('. -- . ··•,·,.;,,,. •' .. 
· Athletics. , . , , · '' 
-At a ·recent m·eeting or' the coh· 
lege Athletic ,,Association, the bo.al 
· crew committee w@r.e , instructet½ ·,to 
conside ,r the advisability . o~ , ptw-
chasing a new working boat. • .T,hi:t 
c0mmittee decided . to buy one, :and 
have petitioned the faculty for ,per,.. 
mission to , hold ·'a .jollification next 
June in order to raise tq.e monc:y; 
The boat will ,probably cost · a.b.out 
$250. , The prospects , for a good 
boat-crew . ·and . a good base • 'baU 
,'.'.r.:-, :· .. · . •• .:, :,-'•,·Loe· .. A ... 
,' 1, • \ ' • ' }~•• •. f:,., .,.,, ..• LS/ ~ · .. . 
tea m this sess io.n is quite favorab le . mrns10ns . He spoke of the educa • 
Messrs . J. H. Franklin;- _:-;A;• Blid1: : .tional va lue of missions . He said 
and C . C lement const itut~"ti-i'~ b·~at~ · tha t min/ -'is the measure of man: 
crew committee, and Messrs . W. the heart is the measure of tl1e de-
I);:,Du k e; H;'.,C'. ·Burl.Yet and ·A. H ,. sir.es. The · world · iir l.aige compdhd 
Sa:nds the base ·ball . wmmittee;- : ·:- . with former days. ·Alexander 'con-'-
... ; · :r.---r- , · ,, ,. • queried the wprld; .bi.1t·the world w~~s 
Y. M. C. A. ' small then. . The -'wovld, .•.th.ough 
· , · On .. the, .fi.rst Sattitday night in large in a-sense, is small, ·and_ con.:. 
J anuar -)" . a;-business meeting · was 1 · 11 h · 1,tant Y: • growmg · sma er-: w .e111 yt-e 
heldJ; Mi-. C. C, Crittenden ,presid- consider .· the great ·· fa6ilitie~ 1 for 
}ng: "· AH-· standing committees .re- commerce, · and · the marvelm\:s ,in-
p0rtedJ .. Those who had charge ot ventions of thtt . age: _ , God's. pur~ 
· the · ,work car.ried .on at the different · pose in thqs ' br:inging the :wm:ld s~ 
· · m\ss~()'ll stations re1)ort1:;:ddhat the dose toget]:ier is a • mission .. w.y pur-
work,..dorie by the . students ,· at th.ese pose: Note -the . population of the 
p1aces was quite encouraging .·. The world .. , .. Thei'e . are .. , 85o,ooo,ooo 
· prrsidetll · in hfs t. erm report. said. · · · · • ~ 
pagans, :~_4SH~oqo,oo "o semi-pagans,; 
that· th~ ,_w~y in which the work iso,ooo,opo , evaJ1ge1i~a1 ,Cjuistiaris. · 
·: hdcl been -carried on, and {hf gen.,-.. The heathen des erve our sympathy. 
eral working of the association -had The highe ;st an~l ,holiest ,view of. 
combined to mctlte .the term jtrnt missions is th.at we ar e -co~vio,·kers 
past the most .profitable one that with God. His is the ph{~·, his (he 
tlie -associa:ti0n had ·gone through atonement,< his,' th~ ;power ·. : ,Otirs -is 
•, sin•ce he had been . a student at the to filhlp that whi ch,.'is behind the 
coHege (fou .. years). · 1 , affiictio~s ·of Cl~;~st( Gol., ,.1::2,f'.) 
The follow-mg .officers wttre elect.; The dtlty is . on us, not t ? ~ .. i,i1gels.; 
eel for the ensuin.g .term: ,_I?.x.esident, We ,are ,debtors toall ·m1}i';, :.-.. : , 
T. S. Duna .way ·;., Vi£e-Pre~ideht; . . .... · ·. · .. , .(.,;i< ·., .• f' 
R: J. Murdqck; ,Recording Secre,. On .. Thursday, Jariuar"j, ·, a6, i[)li". 
tary; . R. E ., Lockett; .c9,rre -spon.d~ w.·:o: Lancfrum, of \h' ·e :.':S;~o~cl-
. S •" W. L 1.:r B. aptist · church, ' .Pr.~. a_che.d .·.in t.lle-· mg .- ecre=rY, . ,. · : .rJ-f~.y~~.; 
Tre~sur~r, R. , w .. }i;atcher. , , , college chapel. : His t_ext ':".Pi~:,~ F0~.:,, 
On Thtu-s.d-ay, ·;Jainuary ' _1 2 , , oc, what shall it profit a man if he gain . 
curr.ed :the ;regular monthly mis- the ·whO'le ·world and · 1os.e· hfa own . 
sionary ~eet ing . . Prof. Harris, who soul? (Mark, 8 ;39.) . The ' · doctor 
is ~n act ive member of ,our associa- hanclled this qt'iJstkin ir/~o admi-. 
tii:o.n, ·gave ,. us a fine discourse on i-'able way. 
J ·' 
I.:.. 
i:: J, ,• ': .. ' 
: ~ t .,.· 
. .I . 
·( ' . 
' . ' ~ . . ~ \ 
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Tiu Ear/l,a,nile is one of our 
most internsting exchanges-. hs 
last i!M~ contains quite an instruc-
ttve sketch oi the ruins of Karnac 
:in Egypt. "A Chapter in Earlham 
Life" recalls vividly the first days 
-of our college Ufe. We feei, from 
the firs.t, a personal interest in the 
freshman as he bids his family 
good-bye; we tH'lhesitatingly follow 
him through the many episodes 
that usually characterize the early 
period of a man's college . life, and 
~e him at last before the end of 
the term pleasantly situated among 
mlilllY friends. From the same 
journal we slip the following, which 
is worthy ,.of our close .eonsider<J.,-
tion: 
'' While students we acquire f:be 
h abit ttf a lifetime, and the student 
who . makeii hi~ own inward con~ 
fieiou1mess the measure of his exet-
tibn, .reg~rdlt:ss of the impression 
he may make npon his professor or 
fellow-students, will be the man in 
iif e who will retain the same stand-
~rd_:regardless of the verdict of 
the wqrld, which, also, is not only 
yarying, but often altogether wrong, 
-:-which, if foll,owed, can call forth 
only an imperfect exercise of man's 
ener'gies, and even may lead to 
contradiction in one's actions. "fhat 
{itt1d~nt is the one who will be en-
a-hled to correctly estimate h s own 
·pow~~, and to .properly dire~t the 
force for work w.ithitt him, and 
consequently the one who.~ t•e 
greatest succes8 awaits." 
We note th~ following in the 
SQUt/u,11 C ol/egian for J anullty; 
'' Washington and Lee did not 
enter the Amateur Boating AsS()ci-
ation of Virginia on account of Hiv-
eral difficulties brought to light in 
thl.! attempts previously made to 
send crews: to the annnal regatta at 
Richmond, The great ob&tad8 is 
the risk and expense of transporting 
boats. Another diffir.ulty was in 
finding good men who were wil1ing 
to remain a wholtJ monih after Cotn• 
mencement in June." 
It seems to us that the to11e.ge8 of 
Virginia take v.~fY little if'\terest ftJ 
the ' State regait~, which, in nur 
humble estimation, 8tands ,tt th e 
head of all other athletic contests. 
If Washington and Le"', Urtiversit y 
of Virginia and all other regu}arfy 
organized boating clubs of t.he 
State would join the Amateu1· 
Boating Club we do not see why 
we shouldn't have as good a regatta 
as could be seen anywhere. 
For the past two years only tw~ 
crew11 have contested for the Clip. 
This should not be the case ~hy 
moi-e. We sincerely hope that the 
crews of the State will take the 
subject under consideration, a11d 
that we shall have : at least half a 
EXCHANGES. 
<lozen clubs contesting for the prize 
fo June. If Washington and Lee 
<iesires the regatta to be had at 
Glasgow, wh.y not have it there if 
it is most convenient to a majority 
of the crews contesting ? We do 
not think there would be much 
'trouble in arranging the date to suit 
:all concerned. 
We are pleased to number among 
our exchanges The Villanova 
Montlely, published at Villanova 
College, Pa. The first issue is 
indeed a creditable magazine, and 
the best words of encouragement 
which we can offer are that it may 
.ever hold its own. 
Tiu Georgia Uni'versi'ty Maga-
::tint is one of the most matter of fact 
journals recived at our table. It 
It does not seek to delight our finer 
feelings with . romance ~nd senti-
. mental poetry, but discusses every-
<lay subjects such as "The Age of 
Steam and Electricity," "Univer-
:Sity Men in Politics" and "The 
Road question." Each of the above 
:subjects are ably handled. 
A few weeks ago the daily papers 
had quite an interesting account of 
one, Ralph Butterfield, who had 
died in Kansas City, leaving his en-
tire estate, valued at $200,000, to 
Dartmouth College. ,He was re-
ported to have been a miser and to 
have died in apparent poverty, 
without friends or acquaintance. 
The above ~as been branded a 
falsehood by Hon. George F. Put-
. nam of the above city in a letter to 
The Dartmouth, which closes as 
follows: 
" Dartmouth College had never a 
truer friend. And among the many 
noble and talented gentlemen she 
-l1as sent out to engage in life's great 
battle, very few indeed will she 
have occasion to hold in higher es:. 
teem or remember with greater pride 
than our friend, the late Dr. But-
terfield." 
Our January exchanges are filled 
with essays on _the distinguished 
men who have recently passed 
away, and the editorials of many 
of the magazines seem to indicate 
that their editors have been thor-
oughly aroused to the fact that they 
soon will have to appear on the 
stage of the .. worl~i either to win 
the approbation of. some or to merit 
the contempt .9f many. We clip 
the following from the Tiu Swarth-
more Phamlx: 
" One by one the great men of 
the age are passing away and leav-
ing their places to be filled or par-
tially occupied by those who are to 
follow. That this depletion of the 
ranks of _genius is more rapid than 
we are wont to suppose is demon, 
strated by the fact that upon making 
a resume of the year's events we 
are annually commenting that the 
closing year has witnes:;ed the de, 
cease of an unusually large num·, 
her of famou·s men and women . 
The startlin~ question confronts 
/ 
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us: When~e are ,the ireapers ia -the 
fields. where these ·great ,vorkers 
wrought to. -be replenished? It, is 
the unanimous opinion of the critics 
th.at there are .at '.present in England 
and Am 'erica .none ,who ai-e in;every 
via-y capable qf filling the spheTes 
mad~ 'vacant hy ,the passing .away 
0f such ·men as , Tennyson, B.rown, 
ing, Em .erson, Lqi\"ell , and the rest. 
There are m.en of genius and powe1:, 
.men who may so_metime produce 
such classic:; as have grown beneath 
the pens but h~cebtly laid down 
fore, ,er, but foi· the prese11t . .there 
i,eenis imminent a pnuse · in · the J)l·o ... 
clnct1on of EngB-;h literature of the 
very highest type. · Tfow long the 
i11acti,·ity w.ill ·continue depends 
upo11 tontlitions and . ·cirumstances 
too ni.tmePous et'en · to Rnggest. 11 · , 
, : J n~t aiong ' this line the follo~ing 
from Tlte Betltm~y Coll£giau is very 
appi'.op.riate: . · ' · 
I• 
. "Youth is the time to prep.:ire for 
the future of life. No great mati 
has ever w-asted the opportuniti-es of 
his early years. , All .have set us 
examples of dillgtmt application to 
study or ceaseless and untiring · Ja-
bot with th 'eir · hands , i,We ,build 
the -la'cldel' by •which we rj,:;e,' We 
eannot' , find ·the , path to fame and 
greatness a srnooth , and even way 
already prepared, fol' it is narrow 
arid tortuops and our guides are few 
and not alwaY's reliable. We must 
select otir ·owrl way and follow it 
by the ,·· g·uidance , of. Dut;y · a'l'ld 
Rig-ht.-" , ,'' ,. "• '.,i , • • I ,,/1 
• We note t~1e .foJlow.ing -p,alpah.11¢ 
tru t!h .in , The Mt: Mick cit R evie'iv: . 
" ' Though fraternity spidt is ,~ 
ver:Y ,good thing, it is _. very ofter, 
abused, For one thiqg, the _w.:;at'i-
f.rs of different colpr;, fe~l at liberty 
to run down their opponents, ~ncd ~<t' 
exagger,\t~ the pr~~tige of the,i.r own 
fraternity. This is not only . undig, 
nified, but impolitic; if a fraternity 
r.ests not on its O\vn merits, but · on 
others' demerits, it cHnnot be worth 
very ,much. In ·surne •0f the . great 
colleges of the Gbuntry it is pa1·t of 
the code of . manners that st1ch mat i-
tt>rs must not be mentioned,' and 
none but very young freshmen · in,._ 
fringe the rule.'' , · 
Just at thi11 period each year a 
general ny arises as to the di$r 
agreeableness. of esamination, anq 
mm.y . of our .students -are not reluc t 
lant in expressing their disapproval 
of the detestable things; .still •110-
good plan has yet been suggested 
by which 'we , rnn ,disrnigs them . 
However, ., Wa.shingter\ , and Le e 
students seern .not disposed to dis+-
pense with. them, We quot<:, bhe 
following from the..Collegi'a1t: 
. '·' ,In regard 10 the -student, ',his 
review oLhis ·session's work a,s -~l 
whole ,is ,almost .invaluable to him, 
He thus sees the ,relations oL th!l 
diffo1:ent parts of his subject .to on~ 
another with a : di.sti'nctness , .. and 
broadness of view that w.as impossiif 
ble while he was ,studying..the ,dif,4. 
forent. ,topics separately,., : Suoh , ·a 
review is like -the binding, oL a v,<b'Jl:! 
-.- .. -.. ·-----=--:--
ume :that·. makes , of ,sepaqte chap-, 
ters .ope ;book. ,, Atgain-, ·011' a. w1:itten 
~xamination the . student has · every 
opportunity to do ·, the best - work _ of 
which he is capable, being free from 
confusion '01 ·haste. ' 1 · • 
Hampclen,Sydney · follovvs · suit 
with the following: · · · · 
''The-Rey.John Todd says 'the 
gre~t ,s.ecr~t of being successful ang 
accurate i1S .a sttident; ne~t tq per, 
severance, · is tile constant !tabit oj 
-reviewiug.' How many of us would 
ever revie\\ T were we . not forced to 
it by .exami'nations ? 
· "Again, how -often do examitia, 
tions show us how little we know 
about a_ subject? And _ it is ~aid 
that a man is never on the tn1e road 
to wisdom until he le::-irns what a 
fool he is." 
. I 
A MODERN MIRACLE. 
:fier.eyes are syn1bols of her preference, 
Her orient eyes 'of -deep cerulean b-h1e- 0 
]'or she herself has said they evidence 
To man that she's a Yale girl through 
ancl thro11gh. 
When a Harvar<l man expostulated, 
Naively she spoke, "When I my colors 
• hide-
A ._.thing which ;1ever could <1e consum-
mated 
While I can see-then I'll be on your 
si<le ! " 
* * * * 
But lo! when I, one day. my deep love 
told her, . 
I saw her silk-lashed eyelids droop and 
furl 
'l'he blue-crimson on her cheeks grew 
bolder, 




Chicago , ,Gidr'-;-'·: l'm goiµg . :'t~ 
sper;rd_ ne~t .,s.nmml'\r'.at· Q~.d, fi<>iPt, 
and ;papa ,say:s I qrn ,h.av,e 1T1y:;,l9g 
cart _-there/' .,_ '.; ; ... , · -n •-_, ·, ! ~-·,'.°·ry 
New York. Gid...,.-!"A-<;art? ."Why,, 
what do yoti want . with that at,.Qld 
Po·lnt?"' ·_ .. ; ;";,•·:! 1 ,,,,.:. · , i! 
Chicago ' Gi;·l-'' Don't' be : !'d''i~{ 
n6rai1t, its i'mpossihte ~o, enjoflh&se 
lovely H~;rnptoii'· ·Rhode~ \vitho't-it 
one . .:__E __-r:··~ . . , .. ;· 1 • · · 1 1 •• ' ,·;;r~ 
SATISFIED ,WITH HER . STRROU:ND-._. ,'" ·., .. )NGS. ;;_·· .·: . 
• • • ~ • , · i . • • r· , • . . . . : . ., . . . ~ · · i·, 
As Corydon arid 'Phyllis fai'r ,; . :; •-I ·-. 
Paused fo the shade 1:0·:i'est; · ,. ': . ·. ,;_ 
_He threw .his <s1r-m:-, around h,er)?ti.e1~ . . 
And drew her to his breast. · 
. ! !·: ,· .... 
"If I had gol<l," he said to her, 
.. ", 'Two 'uld .be, my clearest duJy •,, :-i 
To see that .your sur_rounding-s we,t;c ,, , :~ 
Befitting td yo 'ur q~~uty." :. '· 
' ' • . I ' . )i 
Sweet Phyllis blushed an<J s~ft)y. sighe 
A sigh of <1eep content ,· ' · '' '. - ,. 
And whispering- sai<l. "J'm sati6fif<l , 
With . 1i1y en .vi;onnH·nt. ' · · . '· ' · 
· · -G. R: T hi fare; 
.... '___, 
My erupty pocket-book to-day ·'. · ·· · 1 · , i" 
Gives cause for much repining; !, 
Unlike the dark and $t0rruy clouds, 
- lt ha~ no sHver Jini ng;-E;x, " ' :· :' 
'J ~ ,·., \ :J,'.· 
No:,y;;tl;ie j\rn .ipr a_ncl theco-e(l,, ,.:, J 
O'er the ~:WW. the~: fl,Y in,,h~s~~; .. _ 
Close they press thelr curly lieacls · . -
While his arms entwine her waist. 
-THE NEBRASKAN-
College News. 
At Boston University the faculty -
have voted to permit work on the 
college paper to count as hours' · 
work in the course, allowing seven 1 
hours per week to the managing_ 
editor, and two hours to each o{ biS; 
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'assi 'stants. The thousands of toil, 
worn~ care,laden colleg .iate editors 
·,vould rise up and call their respec, 
tive faculties blessed were they all 
to -take such philanthropic action. 
The largest University in the 
world is at Cairo. It has . r r ,ooo 
students. They come from every 
part of the Mohammedan world. 
The courses · embrace Mussulman 
law, history and theology. 
The faculty of the University of 
Chicago has decided not to prohibit 
secret .societies at the university, 
but to discourage them as much as 
possible. 
The young women of Vassar 
College propose to perform the 
Greek play, "Antigone," in the 
orig~oal text. 
The University of Pennsylvania 
has students from every State and 
Te.-ritory in the Union and from 
twentreight foreign countries.-
Ex. 
Chicago University has chosen 
y,ellow for its color. It is said a 
y,ell was decided upon before the 
first recitl\tion was held. 
The best endowetl college in this 
country is Columbia with $9,000,, 
ooo. Harvard is next, with a fund 
of $8,000,000.-.Ez. 
A mother ana'' two sons have en-, 
tered the Freshman class at the 
University nf Michigan.-.E.~. 
At the University of Wisconsin, 
a rank of 83 per cent, in daily or 
term work exempts a student from 
examination. 
It is said that at the expiration of 
his term President Harrison will de-
liver lectures on law at the Leland 
Stanford, Jr. University. 
Tfie University of Bologn e 
1s the oldest in the world; it was 
founded in r r 19,-.Ez. 
The leading professors at the 
UniYersity of Chicago rereive a 
salary of $10,000 per year. 
The girls of Wellesley College 
are raising a fund to build a boat 
house. 
One hundred applications to enter 
Cornell were refused. 
gouthet1n Jewelt1y t{ouse. 
* * * * * * 
F • D. JOHNSON & SONST 
1028 Main Street, ,., ,., Lynchburg, Va. 
BUSINESS ESTABLISHED IN 1855. 
REMOVED TO LYNCHBURG NINE YEARS AGO. 
LARGEST STOCK OF 
Watchesl Clocksl Diamondsl Jewelry 
IN THE STATE . 
• 
GOLD ANU SILVER-HEADED 
UMBRELLAS.• AND·• CANEST 
AND ALL TIIE LEADING 
NOVELTIES AND BRIC-A-BRAC. 
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO COLLEGE STUDENTS. 
R efer you to thou sands of satisfied customers throughout the South. 
Thi s 1s our best testimonial . 
~ CATALOGUE free of charg e. Writ e for one. 
F. D. JOHNSON & SONS, 
No. !028 Main Street, Lynchburg, Virginia. 
STUOEtlTS' OI~~G TO~ Y . 
J. R. Sheppard, clothing, corn er Fifth allll Broad. 
P. R. Burke, Fresh and Salted Meats, Stalls r, 2 and 3, Tliird Market. 
Hill Bros., Florists, 515 to 521 \V. Broad: 
Lea, Cullen & Co., Book and Job Printers, uo3 E. Cary. 
A. K. & C. E. Schaap, Sporting Goods and Gents Furnishin gs, 5r9 E. Br-> hi. 
Old Dominion Building an l Loan Association, II 15 E. 1Iain. 
Al1en & Ginter, Straight Cut Cigarettes, Richmond, Va. 
H . lVI. Starke, College Text Books, 909 B. Main. 
Yale Mixtnre. 
J. ,v. Randolph & Co., Law and l\Iiscellan eous Book s, 1302-4 E . !\Iain. 
Virginia Fire aucl arine L1sura 1 ce Company, Riclunon.1, Va . 
Mrs. A. J. Pyle, Steam Dyeing and Scouring- Works. 
Crump & \Vest, Coal, corner Laurel ~nd Br-.>atl. 
R. Robertson, Barber, No. 307 Seventh street 
G. W. Latimer, Druggist, No . 800 W. ~!anlnll street. 
C. Lumsden & Son, Jewelers, No. 823 E. ;\lain stre et 
D. Buchanan, Jewelers, No . III E. Broad street. 
- >hn O. Taylor, Gro cer, No. 1.p8 E. 1Inin street 
D · George B. Steel & Sons, Surgical Denti st, Ko . 723 H. l\Iain ~trcl't. 
\ 1jami11 P. Ashton, Fancy and Staple Gro -:eries, 60 f E. Marshall street • 
.;. H. Plageman & Bro., Grocers ancl Produce McrchaaL~, cor ner Bro:ul :tJl(l IIanco~k S1~. 
Stokes & Dunn, Merchant Tailors, 2u E. Broad street. 
F. R. Fairlamb, Beef, Veal an ,l Jiutton, stall No. 1, Xew l\I. r' :et. 
J. J . Collins, Groceries, Tobacco and Cigars, 1500 W. llro1rl !,;lrect. 
S . J. White's Sons, Oystets, Wholesale ancl Retail, No. 15q I•:. Franklin stn:ct. 
Hunter & Co., Books and Stationery, 629 E. Broad street. 
\V. S. Pilcher, Coal and \\'ood, corner Broacl and Pinc streets. 
Sydnor & Hundley, Furniture, 709 E . Broad streets. 
London and Liverpool Clothing Co ., No. 1403 E . Main street. 
Sh u man & Bowles, Gents Fumishings, 101 H. Broad stret:t. 
Samue l Ullman, Grocer, 425 N. Fifth street. 
H. \V. Moesta, Baker and Confectioaer , III F,, M<iin street. 
B. F. Johnson, Publisher, 26oo It Main street. 
Campbell & Co., Photographers, 429 E. Broad street. 
~lcAdams & Berry , Clothing and Gents Furnishing,, Tenth a nd Main streets. 
Constable Bros., Shirt Makers, Hatters and Furnishers, 419 F:. Broad street . 
F . D. Johnson & Sons, Jewelers, 1028 Main slrlet, I,ynchburg, Va . 
J. J;;. Rose & Co., Stoves, Slate, Iron and Wood Mantels, 1512 H. Uitin nnd r(lfi E. Broad . 
Burke's Clothing House, 916 E. l.lain Street. 
F. \V. Dabney, Boots ancl Shoes, 403 E. Broad Street. 
Taylor & Brown, Boots and Shoes, 818 E . Main Street. 
Bra nch R. All en, Cigars and 'l'ohacco, 14th anrl Main an d 9th and l\lain. 
